CONATIX HAS BUILT A WORKING SYSTEM FOR MASSIVE ONLINE AND OFFLINE UNSTRUCTURED TEXT DISCOVERY, ANALYTICS AND VISUALIZATION THAT HAS BEEN USED OR BETA TESTED BY ACCENTURE, BAE SYSTEMS, IBM, DASSAULT SYSTEMES, BANK OF NEW YORK MELLON, CISCO AND OTHERS.
**Conatix**

WE HAVE A WORKING SYSTEM WITH KEY BETTER CAPABILITIES

**Online and Offline Discovery**
- market research
- investment research
- intelligence research
- risk management
- news event monitoring

**Text Analytics**
- competitor research
- industry analysis
- horizon scanning
- legal document discovery
- ad targeting

**3D Visualization**
- insight extraction
- decision support
- intuitive navigation of libraries of thousands or millions of documents

KnowledgeGraperherPro

Interactive Network Analysis

knowledgejammerpro

knowledgemanagerpro
WE DO RETRIEVAL, AND IT IS LANGUAGE-INDEPENDENT (BASED ON TRAINING)

ALL OF OUR TECHNOLOGY IS HUMAN IN THE LOOP

SEEKING:

CROSS-LANGUAGE TEXT EXTRACTION

REDUCE TRAINING TIME AND EFFORT FOR EFFECTIVE TRAINING ON SMALLER SETS

IMPROVE DATA THROUGHPUT FOR MASSIVE CORPORA

ADD IMAGE, VOICE AND VIDEO DATA
“The application of AI is spreading to areas where intellect and critical thinking have long dominated. For instance, consider business research, traditionally a highly time-consuming task. **Conatix**’s semi-automated business intelligence system, based on recent advances in machine learning, enables companies to discover, source, structure and share previously unstructured data and information from outside their organizations. By working in close collaboration with researchers, the **Conatix** algorithm can adjust its course based on human feedback, creating and updating high-quality insights.”

Mark Purdy (Chief Economist, Accenture) and Paul Daugherty (CTO, Accenture) in their report to F500 CEOs: *How AI Boosts Industry Profits and Innovation*

Read the full report online: https://www.accenture.com/us-en/_acnmedia/36DC7F76EAB444CAB6A7F44017CC3997.ashx?la=en